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Abstract—The modulation and demodulation blocks in an
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) system are
typically implemented digitally using a fast Fourier transform
circuit. We propose an analog implementation of an OFDM
demodulator as a means for reducing power consumption. The
proposed receiver implements the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) as a vector–matrix multiplier using floating-gate tran-
sistors on a field-programmable analog array (FPAA). The
DFT coefficients can be tuned to counteract an inherent device
mismatch by adjusting the amount of electrical charge stored
in the floating-gate transistors. When compared to a digital
field-programmable gate array implementation, the analog FPAA
implementation of the DFT reduces power consumption at the
cost of a slight performance degradation. Considering the errors
in the DFT coefficients as intersymbol interference, the perfor-
mance degradation can be further mitigated by employing a least
mean-square or minimum mean-square-error equalizer.

Index Terms—Discrete Fourier transform (DFT), fast Fourier
transform (FFT), field-programmable analog array (FPAA),
floating-gate transistor, intersymbol interference (ISI), least mean
square (LMS), minimum mean square error (MMSE), orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), vector–matrix multi-
plier (VMM).

I. INTRODUCTION

O RTHOGONAL frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) is widely used in numerous wireless com-

munication systems not only because of its spectral efficiency
and robustness to multipath fading but also because of its
ease of implementation; OFDM modulators and demodulators
can be implemented using simple fast Fourier transform (FFT)
blocks, typically in digital circuits. However, for mobile devices
with limited battery power, replacing these digital circuits with
low-power analog circuits can significantly improve the power
efficiency of the devices [1], [2]. The cost paid for this reduced
power is the long development cycle and lack of flexibility that
typifies analog circuit design.

So as to retain the rapid-prototyping capability and flexibility
of a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) but with reduced
power consumption, an analog counterpart of the FPGA, namely
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a field-programmable analog array (FPAA), was proposed in
[3], followed by several different FPAA realizations using a
switched capacitor [4], [5], a transconductor [6], or an opera-
tional transconductance amplifier (OTA) with a capacitor [7].
The early FPAAs, however, contained only a few computational
elements, and their applications were restricted to analog filters,
until floating-gate transistors were used as switches of the FPAA
to enable large-scale analog circuit design [2], [8]. Recently, a
hexagonal arrangement of computational analog blocks (CABs)
has been reported in [9] and [10] to reduce the size and path
delay of the FPAA chip. Two decades since its advent, the FPAA
is finding viability in space applications as well by imposing
self-reconfigurable features [11], [12].

There have been several dedicated nonprogrammable analog
implementations of FFT and discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
circuits. A voltage-mode analog FFT block was reported in [13]
and [14] that uses analog multipliers and dedicated input signals
representing the FFT coefficients and analog adders for sum-
ming voltage signals. An FFT based on analog current mirrors
was proposed in [15], where the FFT coefficients are not re-
configurable but are determined by the ratio of the output
transistor of each mirror. More recently, a numerical simulation
for approximating a fast DFT operation with a 2-D lattice of in-
ductors and capacitors has been introduced in [16].

To overcome the drawbacks of previous works, we present
in this paper a current-mode analog DFT block implemented
as a vector–matrix multiplier (VMM) using the reconfig-
urable analog signal processor (RASP) 2.9 FPAA chip [8].
Floating-gate transistors inside the FPAA chip are used as
partially connected switches to store the DFT coefficients by
locking in an appropriate amount of electrical charge in each
floating-gate capacitor. Therefore, dedicated input signals rep-
resenting the DFT coefficients are not required. Furthermore,
these coefficients are reconfigurable without changing the
circuit structure. The VMM structure using floating-gate tran-
sistors as programmable switches also enables tuning the DFT
coefficients to compensate for the inherent mismatch between
different transistors. Another benefit of our current-mode de-
sign over a voltage-mode circuit is the ease with which signals
can be added, which is particularly beneficial in systems having
multiple inputs and multiple outputs. The RASP 2.9 FPAA chip
contains more computational elements than previous FPAA
chips, including the commercial products in [17] and [18]. The
large number of computational elements and the configurable
floating-gate switches make the RASP 2.9 FPAA chip viable in
a wide range of applications. Such versatility is an important
figure of merit for any programmable circuit.

In Section II, we present the system description and analysis.
In Section III, we summarize the FPAA programming proce-
dure. In Section IV, we describe the FPAA measurement and
equalization procedure. In Section V, we present our conclu-
sions.

1549-8328/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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Fig. 1. OFDM receiver. (a) Conventional implementation in which sampling occurs before a digital DFT. (b) Proposed implementation in which sampling occurs
after an analog DFT.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

A. Motivation

In Fig. 1(a), we illustrate a simplified block diagram of a con-
ventional OFDM receiver, such as for an 802.11 a/g system,
where the received signal is sampled immediately after down-
conversion. The OFDM demodulation is performed digitally
using a DFT. As an alternative, we propose an analog implemen-
tation, as shown in Fig. 1(b), where the downconverter output is
fed directly to the FPAA, with no sampling. The DFT function-
ality is implemented in analog using the FPAA. The outputs
of the FPAA—one for each subcarrier—are each sampled sep-
arately.

Besides the reduced power consumption with an analog im-
plementation of the DFT, an important benefit of the proposed
receiver structure in Fig. 1(b) is that it greatly relieves the speed
and precision burdens of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
In particular, the ADC of the conventional receiver shown in
Fig. 1(a) would need to sample at a rate equal to the full signal
bandwidth, and its precision would need to be high (on the order
of 10 bits or more) to accommodate the wide dynamic range
and Gaussian-like distribution of OFDM signals. In contrast, the
proposed receiver in Fig. 1(b) has not one but ADCs, one for
each subcarrier, with a sampling rate slower by a factor of .
Moreover, each DFT output is a finite alphabet signal that can
be sampled with significantly less bit precision [14]. Compared
to the ADC in Fig. 1(a), each ADC in Fig. 1(b) requires a sam-
pling rate that is lower by a factor of , and the number of bits
of precision is smaller by a factor of three or more, depending on
the modulation alphabet size. Both effects yield a reduction in
ADC power consumption, although the exact amount depends
on the type of the ADC structure; the ADC power consumption
is between a linear and quadratic function of the sampling rate
[19].

Thus, the proposed receiver in Fig. 1(b) is beneficial not
only because of the reduced power consumption with an analog
implementation of the DFT but also because of the additional
power savings resulting from the lower speed and bit-precision

Fig. 2. Current multiplier circuit composed of floating-gate transistors and an
OTA. The output current is a scaled multiple of the input current.

requirements of the subsequent ADC. Although our focus here
is on the receiver side, we briefly point out that these same
advantages are also valid at the transmitter side, where the
outputs from the symbol mapper are modulated with an inverse
DFT (IDFT) block, which has the same structure as the DFT
block with different coefficients. Besides the power savings
with an analog IDFT implementation, shifting the IDFT block
after the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) enables an OFDM
transmitter to replace a full-speed high-precision DAC by
separate DACs, each operating at a times lower clock with
lower bit precision.

B. Floating-Gate Transistors and the RASP 2.9 FPAA

Floating-gate transistors can store a nonvolatile electrical
charge, so arrays of floating-gate transistors can be programmed
as a signal processing block for specific functionality. One ap-
plication is to use them as a VMM circuit. Fig. 2 shows a current
multiplier circuit—the basic element of a VMM circuit—com-
posed of floating-gate transistors and an OTA. Two pMOSFETs
are connected at the source, and the gate of each transistor is
connected to a capacitor to be electrically isolated so as to
form a floating gate. The source voltage is common for both
transistors, and is the voltage potential at the floating gate.

is the drain voltage of the transistor. The voltages on the
other side of the capacitors connected to the gates are set to be
the same at the fixed potential .

The input current and output current are defined as
drain currents of the transistors operating in the subthreshold re-
gion. Neglecting the Early effects, the input and output currents
of the pMOSFET are given by [20]
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Fig. 3. Output currents with the programmed weights of 1/4–4. The input cur-
rent is swept from 0.2 to 1.0 �A. The straight curves for � � � show the
programmed circuit can be used as a current multiplier in the current range. As
� increases, the output current shows transition toward the strong-inversion
region.

Fig. 4. RASP 2.9 FPAA chip mounted on the board. The chip is fabricated with
the 0.35-�m CMOS process. The board has 56 I/O pins for setting drain volt-
ages of floating-gate transistors and measuring output currents. It is connected
to a PC through a USB interface for controlling the FPAA chip programming.
The sizes of the chip and the board are 5 mm� 5 mm and 114 mm� 140 mm,
respectively.

(1)

(2)

where (where is the temperature, is the Boltz-
mann’s constant, and is the elementary charge) and is the
total capacitance at each gate, including the floating-gate capac-
itor and the internal capacitance of the MOSFET. and

are the electrical charges stored in the input and output floating-
gate transistors, respectively. is the back-gate coefficient, and

. The parameters and are the preexponen-
tial factors of the MOSFETs that can be defined as a drain cur-
rent flowing in each transistor when . When there
is a negligible mismatch between the threshold voltage1 of the
input and output transistors so that and are approximately
identical, the ratio of the output current to the input current re-
duces to

(3)

Therefore, the weighting coefficient is determined by the dif-
ference in charge values between the input and output floating-
gate transistors, provided that both transistors operate in the sub-
threshold region. One can observe in (3) that is also a func-
tion of temperature. Note that, from (3), only positive weights
can be realized. The weight zero can be realized by not con-
necting the input and output floating-gate transistors.

In practice, there exists an inherent mismatch between the
threshold voltage of different transistors which leads to a mis-
match in the preexponential factors and , and this, in turn,
leads to multiplicative distortion in the programmed weights.
However, this mismatch can be compensated for by adjusting
the charge values and while they are programmed into
the FPAA chip. Although a floating-gate current mirror can be
similarly tuned over a narrow range to compensate for the device
mismatch, its weight is fixed by the ratio of the transis-
tors and cannot be changed widely without changing the circuit
structure.

Fig. 3 shows a plot of the output currents versus input cur-
rent for a set of programmed weights between 1/4 and 4. The
mismatch effect has been canceled through the weight program-
ming procedure that will be discussed in Section III. The input
current is swept from 0.2 to 1.0 A. For , the linear rela-
tion between and shows that the programmed circuit can
be used as a current multiplier for the range of currents shown.
It can be observed that the output current shows a transition to
the strong-inversion region as increases.

The basic current multiplier circuit in Fig. 2 can be expanded
to a multiple-input multiple-output structure to construct a
larger size VMM circuit in the FPAA. The RASP 2.9 FPAA [8]
consists of 133 744 floating-gate transistors and 84 CABs, each
of which contains three OTAs, three capacitors, a transmission
gate, and a voltage buffer. The floating-gate transistors can
be programmed as a VMM circuit by storing an appropriate
amount of charge in each floating-gate capacitor. Fig. 4 depicts
the RASP 2.9 FPAA chip mounted on the board. The chip
is fabricated with a 0.35- m CMOS process. The size of the
transistors is m and m. Fig. 5 depicts
the wide-output-range OTA inside the CABs, which is used to
supply the input and output currents of the VMM circuit. The
board has 56 I/O pins that can be used to set drain voltages of
the floating-gate transistors and to measure output currents. The
programming process for the FPAA chip is controlled through
a universal serial bus (USB) interface equipped on the board.

C. VMM Representation of an Analog DFT

The key to an OFDM receiver is to compute the DFT of a set
of complex samples , defined by

1The threshold voltage is the gate voltage at which channel formation occurs
between the oxide and the body of a transistor.
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Fig. 5. Wide-output-range OTA inside the CABs of the RASP 2.9 FPAA chip.
� is the bias voltage, and � is the bias current. The floating gate transistor
in the middle is programmed with the charge value corresponding to the bias
current. The targeting bias current is determined at the amount sufficient to pro-
vide the input and output currents of the connected floating-gate transistors.

(4)

where is the number of subcarriers and is an integer ranging
from 0 to . By splitting each complex number into real and
imaginary parts, we can rewrite (4) as

(5)

(6)

which is equivalent to a VMM

(7)

where is a vector consisting of the real and imagi-
nary components of , is a vector consisting
of the real and imaginary components of , and is a
real-valued matrix.

The VMM in (7) cannot be implemented directly, as some of
the coefficients in are negative. Instead, we represent each
signal differentially, and we represent each element of by a
2 2 nonnegative differential submatrix by mapping a positive
gain to and a negative gain to . We
thus transform the matrix into an equivalent

matrix with nonnegative weights that can be programmed
into the FPAA chip.

For a size-4 DFT, we need a 16 16 VMM circuit with
real-valued nonnegative weights. The schematic of the 16 16
VMM structure in the FPAA chip is shown in Fig. 6. As dis-
cussed in Section II-B, the weighting coefficients –
can be programmed into the FPAA chip by assigning ap-
propriate charge values to the input and output floating-gate
transistors. Note that the weights in each column of the VMM
circuit correspond to the coefficients in each row of the 16 16
VMM matrix.

Fig. 6. FPAA implementation of a 4-point DFT as a 16� 16 VMM circuit.
Each input current of the floating-gate transistors on the left determines the
output voltage of the corresponding OTA, and this output voltage is broadcast
to the source of all the connected floating-gate transistors in each row. At the
output floating-gate transistor, this source voltage drives a drain current which
is a scaled multiple of the corresponding input current. Then, the scaled currents
are added up along each column to give a combined output current per column.

The output port of each OTA is connected to the source of the
input floating-gate transistor, and the negative input port is con-
nected to the drain. The positive input port is set to the reference
voltage . Because of the negative feedback of the OTA, the
drain voltage of each input floating-gate transistor is also close
to . Therefore, the input currents of the VMM circuit, de-
fined as the drain currents of the input floating-gate transistors,
can be controlled by connecting a resistor to the drain of each
input floating-gate transistor and then varying the input voltage

applied to the resistors from 0 V to . This configuration
is shown in Fig. 7. Due to the nonideal characteristic of the neg-
ative feedback OTA, the realistic gain of the negative feedback
OTA is finite. Therefore, the negative input voltage of the OTA
does not stay close to , particularly when the input voltage

gets close to or, equivalently, the input current gets
close to zero. Hence, the operating range of the input current is
chosen at 0.2–1.0 A in order to provide a linear relationship
between the input voltage and the corresponding input current
so that the received OFDM signals can be linearly mapped to
the input currents of the VMM circuit, and to minimize the re-
dundant power consumption while holding a reasonable current
resolution and path delay. This range also guarantees that each
transistor operates in the subthreshold region for weights less
than or equal to one.

The drain current of each input floating-gate transistor deter-
mines the output voltage of the corresponding OTA, and this
output voltage is broadcast to the source of all the connected
floating-gate transistors in each row. When the drain voltage
of each output floating-gate transistor is set to , this source
voltage drives a drain current of each output floating-gate tran-
sistor, which is a scaled multiple of the corresponding input
current. Then, the drain currents from the output floating-gate
transistors are added up along each column to give a combined
output current per column.
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Fig. 7. Input voltage supplied to the drain of an input floating-gate transistor
through a resistor. The setup enables the received OFDM signals to be linearly
mapped to the input current of the VMM circuit.

Note that, in Fig. 6, each output floating-gate transistor has
only one OTA connected to it, so the current level flowing
through each output transistor is determined by the input
current level and the programmed weights with respect to the
connected input. In addition, the DFT coefficients involve a
factor of , as shown in (4), so all the converted nonnegative
weights span within the range of . These factors
guarantee that each transistor of the VMM circuit operates in
the subthreshold region, as far as the input current level stays
less than the threshold current.

The required operations in the VMM given in (7) are scaling
and summing operations. Since the information signals are con-
veyed in current levels, the summing operations do not require
additional circuits. Therefore, the power consumption becomes
less than that for the digital circuits where the information sig-
nals are conveyed in voltage levels and adding entries requires
full adders. The scaling operations do not involve any complex
multiplications, as all the signals and weights are real valued.
Therefore, the power consumption in the scaling operations is
also limited.

Now, we can take into account a butterfly operation in order
to reduce the number of computations for a DFT operation. The
butterfly operation basically decomposes a DFT matrix into a se-
ries of smaller matrices, and each output from the previous stage
is handed over to the next stage. This can be viewed as a cascade
of VMMs, where the VMM size in each stage gets smaller by a
factor of the radix size. Therefore, it is clear that applying but-
terfly operations in the VMM circuit increases the path delay of
the circuit. As the radix size gets lower, the number of stages
increases, and consequently, the path delay increases. More-
over, the butterfly operation substitutes copying operations for
summing and scaling operations. This is beneficial in voltage-
mode circuits, where a summing operation requires a full adder,
whereas a copying operation is trivial. However, in a current-
mode circuit, a copying operation requires a current mirror or a
current multiplier, whereas a summing operation is trivial. It is
also claimed in [15] that an FFT design with a higher radix be-
comes less sensitive to the device mismatch. For these reasons,
a full-radix DFT is more preferable for a current-mode analog
circuit design.

III. FPAA PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE

A. Programming Platform

To simplify the implementation of an analog DFT in the
FPAA, we scale up the DFT matrix by a factor of , with the
understanding that it can be compensated for by scaling down
the outputs of the analog DFT by a reciprocal of the scaling
factor. This simplification makes the coefficients span within
the range, so each transistor will still operate in
the subthreshold region. In particular, the 16 16 matrix for a

Fig. 8. (a) Custom VMM library block for the Simulink and (b) its block prop-
erty that contains a field where real-valued 8� 8 differential weighting coeffi-
cients can be defined. The Matlab script is coded to load the VMM block with
provided weights to generate a netlist file of the corresponding 16� 16 VMM
analog circuit.

4-point DFT contains only ones and zeros with this simplifi-
cation. This makes the amount of charge to be stored in each
transistor relatively close to each other so as to increase the
linearity between the input and output current levels for each
transistor. The resulting matrix is then provided to a custom
library block for a VMM in the Simulink shown in Fig. 8,
and the Matlab script is coded to load the library block with a
provided weighting matrix to generate a netlist of the VMM
analog circuit [21], [22].

The generated netlist is taken by the RASPER tool that places
and routes the available components in the FPAA chip [23]. The
output file of the RASPER is a list of switch addresses and the
targeting current value for each switch. This list is loaded by
the Matlab script to be programmed into the FPAA chip. The
RASP 2.9 FPAA chip contains the necessary circuitry for tun-
neling and injecting electrical charges of floating-gate transis-
tors and the circuitry for current measurement. All the stored
charges are tunneled before getting programmed, and an appro-
priate amount of charge value is injected to each floating-gate
transistor while targeting on the corresponding current level de-
termined by (1) and (2). The targeting current levels are repre-
sented with 10 bits of precision, of which 3 bits are assigned for
the exponent and 7 bits for the significand [24]. Even though the
information signals are conveyed in unquantized current levels,
the accuracy in the programmed weights will impose a limit to
the resolution of the analog DFT system.

In order to reduce the circuitry required for measurement
and tunneling and injecting charges, the indirect program-
ming method is used to charge the floating-gate transistors
[25]. Fig. 9 shows the indirect programming structure for a
floating-gate pMOSFET. The floating-gate transistor on the
left is connected to the on-chip programming circuitry and is
actively programmed. The one on the right is the floating-gate
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Fig. 9. Indirect programming structure of a pMOSFET. The left transistor is
part of the on-chip programming circuitry and is actively programmed. The tran-
sistor on the right is the transistor that is used for the VMM circuit and is pas-
sively programmed.

transistor that is used for the VMM circuit and is passively
programmed.

Due to the inherent mismatch between threshold voltages
of different transistors, the indirectly programmed charges in
the floating-gate transistors for the VMM circuit can be dif-
ferent from the directly programmed charges in the floating-gate
transistors of the programming circuitry. This mismatch also
occurs in between the programmed charges in the input and
output floating-gate transistors of the VMM circuit. While this
mismatch is inherent, we can circumvent this by adjusting the
charge value in each input and output floating-gate transistor.
We will discuss this process in Section III-B.

B. Mismatch in FPAA Chips

When there is a mismatch in threshold voltages of different
transistors, the preexponential factor of each MOSFET can be
different from each other, and thus, the programmed weights
can suffer from multiplicative distortion. However, the ratio
of the output current to the input current is a function of the
relative difference in charge values, as shown in (3), so the
mismatch in weights can be compensated for by adjusting the
charge values in the floating-gate transistors. This process can
be accomplished by targeting on the desired ratio of the input
and output currents, rather than targeting on the desired input
and output currents themselves.

In the VMM circuit, each output current is the sum of the
drain currents of the output floating-gate transistors in each
column. Due to the different levels of nonlinearity in the –
characteristics of the input OTAs, there exist additive offsets
between the input and output current levels. Therefore, tar-
geting on the ratio at a single point will not suffice. Instead, we
need two points of measurement so that a slope of the output
current versus input current can be targeted. Thus, the FPAA
programming procedure is conducted in the following two steps
so as to minimize errors in the programmed weights.

1) Coarse programming

a) The fully turned-on switches and the input floating-
gate transistors are first programmed with the desired
charge values by targeting on the corresponding cur-
rent levels.

b) The floating-gate transistors inside the OTAs are also
programmed with the charge values corresponding to
the bias current.

c) On the other hand, the output floating-gate transistors
are programmed with lower charge values than what
are desired by targeting on a half of the corresponding
current levels.

2) Fine programming

a) Each output floating-gate transistor is then injected
with a small amount of electrons iteratively to in-
crease the stored charge.

b) In each iteration, the input and output current values
are measured at two different input voltages, and then,
the slope of the input and output currents is obtained.

c) The iteration stops when the slope of the input and
output currents reaches the desired weight.

After the fine programming, the output currents of the VMM
circuit still involve additive offsets, but these offsets do not vary
as the input current levels change. Therefore, the sum of these
offsets per output node is constant, and it can be easily calcu-
lated to be subtracted out from each output current.

IV. FPAA MEASUREMENT AND EQUALIZATION

A. FPAA Measurement

We now investigate the measured data of the OFDM receiver
with an analog DFT demodulator. The transmitted symbols
are randomly generated and mapped to 16 quadratic amplitude
modulation (QAM) complex symbols with Gray coding. The
generated symbols are then modulated by a size-4 inverse FFT.
The guard interval is allocated for 1/4 of the FFT size, and the
resulting complex samples are serialized, applied to a DAC, and
upconverted to the carrier frequency. On the receiver side, after
downconversion and removal of the guard interval, the received
OFDM signals are split into real-valued differential pairs and
converted to the input currents of the analog DFT within the
current range of 0.2–1.0 A, as discussed in Section II-C.
The converted 16 input currents are then fed into the 16 16
VMM analog circuit implemented in the FPAA to demodulate
the OFDM signals. The resulting 16 output currents of the
FPAA are sampled, then reverted back to the voltage levels, and
reassembled to yield four complex single-ended demodulated
OFDM signals. These are then fed into a 16-QAM demapper
to recover the transmitted symbols.

Fig. 10(a)–(b) shows the – plots of the demodulated sym-
bols without injecting any channel noise. The color maps are
used to illustrate the density of the occurrence. It can be ob-
served in Fig. 10(a) that there is some dispersion in the demodu-
lated symbols even without any channel noise, which results in a
performance penalty as a price for the reduced power consump-
tion in the analog DFT. The performance degradation arises for
multiple reasons, including the following:

1) errors in the programmed weights due to the limit on the
bit precision for targeting current values;

2) temperature sensitivity of the programmed weights;
3) nonlinear mapping between the input voltage and input

current caused by the nonideal characteristic of the OTA;
4) thermal noise;
5) parasitic capacitance between routed paths.

Despite the dispersion, however, the 16-QAM demapper in the
Matlab determined all the demodulated symbols correctly. This
implies that the error rate will still converge to zero in a noisy
channel as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases.

The processing speed of the analog DFT in the FPAA is lim-
ited by the settling time of the VMM circuit. Fig. 11 shows the
step response of the 16 16 VMM circuit for a size-4 analog
DFT implemented in the FPAA (RASP 2.9) while the step input
changes from 0.2 to 1.0 A. To measure the accurate settling
time of the VMM circuit, an – conversion circuit shown in
Fig. 12 was included to the programming netlist so that the
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Fig. 10. Constellations of the demodulated symbols for 16 QAM without
channel noise. (a) Before equalization. (b) After MMSE equalization. The
gradation depicts the density of the occurrence in each pixel.

output voltage signals can be measured by a high-frequency os-
cilloscope. It can be observed in Fig. 11 that the settling time
of the VMM circuit is around 4 s, which is close to a typ-
ical OFDM symbol duration for the IEEE 802.11 a/g with a
64-point FFT. Note that the measured settling time includes
an additional delay caused by the auxiliary – conversion
circuit itself, so the actual settling time of the VMM circuit
will be less than the measured value. For a size-4 digital DFT
implemented in the FPGA with an 8-bit data width, the min-
imum data path delay is 49.6 ns for Xilinx Virtex2Pro (device:
XC2VP30; package: ff896; speed: -7) and 101.6 ns for Xilinx
Virtex (device: XCV50; package: fg256; speed: -5). However,
when the number of subchannels increases and, thus, the OFDM
symbol duration increases, the path delay in the digital DFT in-
creases due to the larger number of complex multiplications and

Fig. 11. Step response of the VMM circuit implemented in the RASP 2.9
FPAA.

Fig. 12. On-chip �–� conversion circuit. This is attached to the output node
of the VMM circuit to eliminate delays caused by the measurement setup.

the hierarchical structure of the digital adders, whereas, in cur-
rent-mode analog circuits, it stays almost the same because of
the parallelized structure of the real-valued VMM operation. In
[10], an analog filter implemented in a FPAA with a 0.13- m
CMOS process is reported to achieve a frequency range up to
135 MHz, thus showing a potential increase in the processing
speed of an analog DFT implemented in a FPAA with a smaller
CMOS process.

The total power consumed in the analog 4-point DFT of
the FPAA is measured to be 13.4 mW. This measured power
is larger than the theoretically expected value for the 16 16
VMM circuit that can be obtained by mW,
where the bias current of the OTA is 40 A and the bias
voltage is 2.4 V. This difference may have been caused
by the imperfect isolation of the VMM circuit from the rest of
the chip and board. The digital 4-point DFT in the Virtex2Pro
FPGA required 247 mW at the maximum speed and 105 mW
at the same speed as the analog DFT. For the Virtex FPGA,
it required 219 mW at the maximum speed and 34 mW at
the same speed as the RASP 2.9 FPAA. Therefore, the power
consumption required for the 4-point DFT operation is signifi-
cantly reduced by 8.9 dB and 4.0 dB, respectively, for the same
speed. Table I shows the comparisons of the measurements
for the FPGA and FPAA. Aside from the power saving in the
DFT block itself, implementing a DFT block in an analog
circuit allows the ADC to be placed after the DFT block at
the receiver, thus effectively reducing the overall power con-
sumption by relieving the speed and bit-precision requirements
of the ADC block. The application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) implementation of an analog DFT in [15] was reported
to consume lower power than the FPAA implementation, where
the full-radix analog 256-point DFT implemented in an ASIC
with a 180-nm CMOS process was claimed to consume 1.6
mW. Despite the higher power consumption compared to the
ASIC implementation, the benefit of the FPAA implementation
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TABLE I
POWER AND DELAY COMPARISONS FOR FPGA AND FPAA

The upper power consumption values for the FPGAs are measured when
operating at its own fastest speed. The lower values are measured when
operating at the same speed as the RASP 2.9 FPAA.

Fig. 13. MSE trace of a 16� 16 LMS equalizer.

with floating-gate transistors is its ability to tune the DFT coef-
ficients caused by the mismatch in transistors without changing
the circuit structure.

B. Equalization of FPAA Outputs

Any residual errors in the programmed weights of the DFT
will prevent it from perfectly separating the symbols for the dif-
ferent subcarriers, leading to a form of intersymbol interference
(ISI). These errors can be mitigated by applying an equalizer
to each output of the analog DFT block. The equalizer coef-
ficients can be obtained by injecting training symbols. As the
errors in the programmed weights are independent with each
other, each output of the equalizer has 16 taps, and the 16 par-
allel outputs are equalized separately. Therefore, the th output

of the equalizer (for ) is given by the inner
product of the th equalizer coefficient vector

and the output vector
of the DFT block.

The minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) coefficients that
minimize , where represents the
training symbols, are [26]

(8)

where and . Therefore, each of
the 16 parallel outputs from the DFT block can be equalized
with the 16 tap coefficients in (8). Fig. 10(b) depicts the equal-
ized symbols while using a 16 16 MMSE equalizer. It can be
observed that demodulated symbols are located tighter in the

– map by applying equalization to the outputs of the DFT.

For a least mean square (LMS) equalizer, the equalizer co-
efficients are updated along the steepest decent direction using
[26]

(9)

where is the step size. Fig. 13 exhibits the trace of the
for an LMS equalizer when the step size is and
the initial coefficient vector for each output is set to each row of
the 16 16 identity matrix. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the
convergence occurs within 500 iterations with these parameters.
This iteration can be also applied to an adaptive programming
scheme by charging floating-gate transistors with an updated
amount of injection based on the measured current level.

C. BER Performance in AWGN Channels

We now consider the case when the modulated OFDM signals
are passed through a noisy channel to see how the channel noise
affects the performance of the analog DFT demodulator. Note
that there is a certain range of an input voltage that is allowed
to be fed into the FPAA chip, effectively , but due to the
nature of the high peak-to-average power ratio in OFDM sig-
nals, some received OFDM signals from a noisy channel can be
converted to the input voltage levels beyond the allowed range.
To avoid this case, the converted input voltage levels that are
lower than 0 V are set to 0 V. This results in clipping distortions
when the input current value is high, but it happens at rare peak
voltages of the OFDM signals.

Fig. 14 demonstrates the measured bit error rate (BER) versus
(SNR per bit) for a 16-QAM OFDM demodulator im-

plemented in an analog DFT, assuming additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). The performance with the MMSE and LMS
equalization is also shown. These results are compared to the
theoretical BER for 16 QAM with Gray mapping [27]

(10)

The measurement was iterated for 2500 cycles, so the sample
size is 10 000 symbols or 40 000 bits for each value.
As can be observed from the plots in Fig. 14, the demodu-
lated OFDM symbols with an analog DFT suffer a performance
penalty of 2 dB compared to the theoretical BER curve. This is
because the remaining errors in the programmed weights pro-
duce an ISI across the parallel outputs of the analog DFT block.
However, applying equalization to the outputs of the FPAA sig-
nificantly relieves the penalty by mitigating the errors in the pro-
grammed weights, and the gap between the equalized
outputs and the theoretical values becomes less than 1 dB.

For a digital DFT demodulator with an 8-bit data width, the
measured BER for the same sample size converged to the theo-
retical values of a 16 QAM regardless of the existence of the
IDFT/DFT blocks in between. Therefore, there is a tradeoff
between performance and power consumption, but the power
saving of the analog circuit outweighs the performance penalty
without equalization.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a low-power analog DFT implemented on
an FPAA as an alternative to a conventional OFDM demodu-
lator based on a digital DFT. The analog DFT is implemented
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Fig. 14. Performance of 16-QAM OFDM demodulator using an analog DFT,
with and without equalization. When compared to theory, the penalty after
equalization is less than 1 dB.

as a VMM using floating-gate transistors. The floating-gate tran-
sistors of the FPAA are used not only to configure the VMM cir-
cuit connections as fully turned-on switches but also to store the
DFT coefficients by locking in an appropriate amount of charge
in each floating-gate capacitor. The analog DFT in the FPAA
consumed 8.9 dB less power than a digital implementation using
a Virtex2Pro FPGA, and it consumed 4.0 dB less power than a
digital implementation using a Virtex FPGA. This power reduc-
tion, although significant, does not reflect the additional power
savings that come from the fact that an analog DFT reduces the
speed and precision requirements of the ADCs. The price paid
for this power reduction was a 2-dB performance degradation.
We have also shown that this performance loss can be mitigated
by exploiting an equalizer technique as a top-down approach to
tackle the device mismatch problem. Furthermore, the unquan-
tized output signals from the analog DFT block enable the real
soft inputs to the subsequent decoding block at the OFDM re-
ceiver.
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Low-Power Discrete Fourier Transform for OFDM:
A Programmable Analog Approach
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Abstract—The modulation and demodulation blocks in an
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) system are
typically implemented digitally using a fast Fourier transform
circuit. We propose an analog implementation of an OFDM
demodulator as a means for reducing power consumption. The
proposed receiver implements the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) as a vector–matrix multiplier using floating-gate tran-
sistors on a field-programmable analog array (FPAA). The
DFT coefficients can be tuned to counteract an inherent device
mismatch by adjusting the amount of electrical charge stored
in the floating-gate transistors. When compared to a digital
field-programmable gate array implementation, the analog FPAA
implementation of the DFT reduces power consumption at the
cost of a slight performance degradation. Considering the errors
in the DFT coefficients as intersymbol interference, the perfor-
mance degradation can be further mitigated by employing a least
mean-square or minimum mean-square-error equalizer.

Index Terms—Discrete Fourier transform (DFT), fast Fourier
transform (FFT), field-programmable analog array (FPAA),
floating-gate transistor, intersymbol interference (ISI), least mean
square (LMS), minimum mean square error (MMSE), orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), vector–matrix multi-
plier (VMM).

I. INTRODUCTION

O RTHOGONAL frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) is widely used in numerous wireless com-

munication systems not only because of its spectral efficiency
and robustness to multipath fading but also because of its
ease of implementation; OFDM modulators and demodulators
can be implemented using simple fast Fourier transform (FFT)
blocks, typically in digital circuits. However, for mobile devices
with limited battery power, replacing these digital circuits with
low-power analog circuits can significantly improve the power
efficiency of the devices [1], [2]. The cost paid for this reduced
power is the long development cycle and lack of flexibility that
typifies analog circuit design.

So as to retain the rapid-prototyping capability and flexibility
of a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) but with reduced
power consumption, an analog counterpart of the FPGA, namely
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a field-programmable analog array (FPAA), was proposed in
[3], followed by several different FPAA realizations using a
switched capacitor [4], [5], a transconductor [6], or an opera-
tional transconductance amplifier (OTA) with a capacitor [7].
The early FPAAs, however, contained only a few computational
elements, and their applications were restricted to analog filters,
until floating-gate transistors were used as switches of the FPAA
to enable large-scale analog circuit design [2], [8]. Recently, a
hexagonal arrangement of computational analog blocks (CABs)
has been reported in [9] and [10] to reduce the size and path
delay of the FPAA chip. Two decades since its advent, the FPAA
is finding viability in space applications as well by imposing
self-reconfigurable features [11], [12].

There have been several dedicated nonprogrammable analog
implementations of FFT and discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
circuits. A voltage-mode analog FFT block was reported in [13]
and [14] that uses analog multipliers and dedicated input signals
representing the FFT coefficients and analog adders for sum-
ming voltage signals. An FFT based on analog current mirrors
was proposed in [15], where the FFT coefficients are not re-
configurable but are determined by the ratio of the output
transistor of each mirror. More recently, a numerical simulation
for approximating a fast DFT operation with a 2-D lattice of in-
ductors and capacitors has been introduced in [16].

To overcome the drawbacks of previous works, we present
in this paper a current-mode analog DFT block implemented
as a vector–matrix multiplier (VMM) using the reconfig-
urable analog signal processor (RASP) 2.9 FPAA chip [8].
Floating-gate transistors inside the FPAA chip are used as
partially connected switches to store the DFT coefficients by
locking in an appropriate amount of electrical charge in each
floating-gate capacitor. Therefore, dedicated input signals rep-
resenting the DFT coefficients are not required. Furthermore,
these coefficients are reconfigurable without changing the
circuit structure. The VMM structure using floating-gate tran-
sistors as programmable switches also enables tuning the DFT
coefficients to compensate for the inherent mismatch between
different transistors. Another benefit of our current-mode de-
sign over a voltage-mode circuit is the ease with which signals
can be added, which is particularly beneficial in systems having
multiple inputs and multiple outputs. The RASP 2.9 FPAA chip
contains more computational elements than previous FPAA
chips, including the commercial products in [17] and [18]. The
large number of computational elements and the configurable
floating-gate switches make the RASP 2.9 FPAA chip viable in
a wide range of applications. Such versatility is an important
figure of merit for any programmable circuit.

In Section II, we present the system description and analysis.
In Section III, we summarize the FPAA programming proce-
dure. In Section IV, we describe the FPAA measurement and
equalization procedure. In Section V, we present our conclu-
sions.

1549-8328/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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Fig. 1. OFDM receiver. (a) Conventional implementation in which sampling occurs before a digital DFT. (b) Proposed implementation in which sampling occurs
after an analog DFT.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

A. Motivation

In Fig. 1(a), we illustrate a simplified block diagram of a con-
ventional OFDM receiver, such as for an 802.11 a/g system,
where the received signal is sampled immediately after down-
conversion. The OFDM demodulation is performed digitally
using a DFT. As an alternative, we propose an analog implemen-
tation, as shown in Fig. 1(b), where the downconverter output is
fed directly to the FPAA, with no sampling. The DFT function-
ality is implemented in analog using the FPAA. The outputs
of the FPAA—one for each subcarrier—are each sampled sep-
arately.

Besides the reduced power consumption with an analog im-
plementation of the DFT, an important benefit of the proposed
receiver structure in Fig. 1(b) is that it greatly relieves the speed
and precision burdens of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
In particular, the ADC of the conventional receiver shown in
Fig. 1(a) would need to sample at a rate equal to the full signal
bandwidth, and its precision would need to be high (on the order
of 10 bits or more) to accommodate the wide dynamic range
and Gaussian-like distribution of OFDM signals. In contrast, the
proposed receiver in Fig. 1(b) has not one but ADCs, one for
each subcarrier, with a sampling rate slower by a factor of .
Moreover, each DFT output is a finite alphabet signal that can
be sampled with significantly less bit precision [14]. Compared
to the ADC in Fig. 1(a), each ADC in Fig. 1(b) requires a sam-
pling rate that is lower by a factor of , and the number of bits
of precision is smaller by a factor of three or more, depending on
the modulation alphabet size. Both effects yield a reduction in
ADC power consumption, although the exact amount depends
on the type of the ADC structure; the ADC power consumption
is between a linear and quadratic function of the sampling rate
[19].

Thus, the proposed receiver in Fig. 1(b) is beneficial not
only because of the reduced power consumption with an analog
implementation of the DFT but also because of the additional
power savings resulting from the lower speed and bit-precision

Fig. 2. Current multiplier circuit composed of floating-gate transistors and an
OTA. The output current is a scaled multiple of the input current.

requirements of the subsequent ADC. Although our focus here
is on the receiver side, we briefly point out that these same
advantages are also valid at the transmitter side, where the
outputs from the symbol mapper are modulated with an inverse
DFT (IDFT) block, which has the same structure as the DFT
block with different coefficients. Besides the power savings
with an analog IDFT implementation, shifting the IDFT block
after the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) enables an OFDM
transmitter to replace a full-speed high-precision DAC by
separate DACs, each operating at a times lower clock with
lower bit precision.

B. Floating-Gate Transistors and the RASP 2.9 FPAA

Floating-gate transistors can store a nonvolatile electrical
charge, so arrays of floating-gate transistors can be programmed
as a signal processing block for specific functionality. One ap-
plication is to use them as a VMM circuit. Fig. 2 shows a current
multiplier circuit—the basic element of a VMM circuit—com-
posed of floating-gate transistors and an OTA. Two pMOSFETs
are connected at the source, and the gate of each transistor is
connected to a capacitor to be electrically isolated so as to
form a floating gate. The source voltage is common for both
transistors, and is the voltage potential at the floating gate.

is the drain voltage of the transistor. The voltages on the
other side of the capacitors connected to the gates are set to be
the same at the fixed potential .

The input current and output current are defined as
drain currents of the transistors operating in the subthreshold re-
gion. Neglecting the Early effects, the input and output currents
of the pMOSFET are given by [20]
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Fig. 3. Output currents with the programmed weights of 1/4–4. The input cur-
rent is swept from 0.2 to 1.0 �A. The straight curves for � � � show the
programmed circuit can be used as a current multiplier in the current range. As
� increases, the output current shows transition toward the strong-inversion
region.

Fig. 4. RASP 2.9 FPAA chip mounted on the board. The chip is fabricated with
the 0.35-�m CMOS process. The board has 56 I/O pins for setting drain volt-
ages of floating-gate transistors and measuring output currents. It is connected
to a PC through a USB interface for controlling the FPAA chip programming.
The sizes of the chip and the board are 5 mm� 5 mm and 114 mm� 140 mm,
respectively.

(1)

(2)

where (where is the temperature, is the Boltz-
mann’s constant, and is the elementary charge) and is the
total capacitance at each gate, including the floating-gate capac-
itor and the internal capacitance of the MOSFET. and

are the electrical charges stored in the input and output floating-
gate transistors, respectively. is the back-gate coefficient, and

. The parameters and are the preexponen-
tial factors of the MOSFETs that can be defined as a drain cur-
rent flowing in each transistor when . When there
is a negligible mismatch between the threshold voltage1 of the
input and output transistors so that and are approximately
identical, the ratio of the output current to the input current re-
duces to

(3)

Therefore, the weighting coefficient is determined by the dif-
ference in charge values between the input and output floating-
gate transistors, provided that both transistors operate in the sub-
threshold region. One can observe in (3) that is also a func-
tion of temperature. Note that, from (3), only positive weights
can be realized. The weight zero can be realized by not con-
necting the input and output floating-gate transistors.

In practice, there exists an inherent mismatch between the
threshold voltage of different transistors which leads to a mis-
match in the preexponential factors and , and this, in turn,
leads to multiplicative distortion in the programmed weights.
However, this mismatch can be compensated for by adjusting
the charge values and while they are programmed into
the FPAA chip. Although a floating-gate current mirror can be
similarly tuned over a narrow range to compensate for the device
mismatch, its weight is fixed by the ratio of the transis-
tors and cannot be changed widely without changing the circuit
structure.

Fig. 3 shows a plot of the output currents versus input cur-
rent for a set of programmed weights between 1/4 and 4. The
mismatch effect has been canceled through the weight program-
ming procedure that will be discussed in Section III. The input
current is swept from 0.2 to 1.0 A. For , the linear rela-
tion between and shows that the programmed circuit can
be used as a current multiplier for the range of currents shown.
It can be observed that the output current shows a transition to
the strong-inversion region as increases.

The basic current multiplier circuit in Fig. 2 can be expanded
to a multiple-input multiple-output structure to construct a
larger size VMM circuit in the FPAA. The RASP 2.9 FPAA [8]
consists of 133 744 floating-gate transistors and 84 CABs, each
of which contains three OTAs, three capacitors, a transmission
gate, and a voltage buffer. The floating-gate transistors can
be programmed as a VMM circuit by storing an appropriate
amount of charge in each floating-gate capacitor. Fig. 4 depicts
the RASP 2.9 FPAA chip mounted on the board. The chip
is fabricated with a 0.35- m CMOS process. The size of the
transistors is m and m. Fig. 5 depicts
the wide-output-range OTA inside the CABs, which is used to
supply the input and output currents of the VMM circuit. The
board has 56 I/O pins that can be used to set drain voltages of
the floating-gate transistors and to measure output currents. The
programming process for the FPAA chip is controlled through
a universal serial bus (USB) interface equipped on the board.

C. VMM Representation of an Analog DFT

The key to an OFDM receiver is to compute the DFT of a set
of complex samples , defined by

1The threshold voltage is the gate voltage at which channel formation occurs
between the oxide and the body of a transistor.
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Fig. 5. Wide-output-range OTA inside the CABs of the RASP 2.9 FPAA chip.
� is the bias voltage, and � is the bias current. The floating gate transistor
in the middle is programmed with the charge value corresponding to the bias
current. The targeting bias current is determined at the amount sufficient to pro-
vide the input and output currents of the connected floating-gate transistors.

(4)

where is the number of subcarriers and is an integer ranging
from 0 to . By splitting each complex number into real and
imaginary parts, we can rewrite (4) as

(5)

(6)

which is equivalent to a VMM

(7)

where is a vector consisting of the real and imagi-
nary components of , is a vector consisting
of the real and imaginary components of , and is a
real-valued matrix.

The VMM in (7) cannot be implemented directly, as some of
the coefficients in are negative. Instead, we represent each
signal differentially, and we represent each element of by a
2 2 nonnegative differential submatrix by mapping a positive
gain to and a negative gain to . We
thus transform the matrix into an equivalent

matrix with nonnegative weights that can be programmed
into the FPAA chip.

For a size-4 DFT, we need a 16 16 VMM circuit with
real-valued nonnegative weights. The schematic of the 16 16
VMM structure in the FPAA chip is shown in Fig. 6. As dis-
cussed in Section II-B, the weighting coefficients –
can be programmed into the FPAA chip by assigning ap-
propriate charge values to the input and output floating-gate
transistors. Note that the weights in each column of the VMM
circuit correspond to the coefficients in each row of the 16 16
VMM matrix.

Fig. 6. FPAA implementation of a 4-point DFT as a 16� 16 VMM circuit.
Each input current of the floating-gate transistors on the left determines the
output voltage of the corresponding OTA, and this output voltage is broadcast
to the source of all the connected floating-gate transistors in each row. At the
output floating-gate transistor, this source voltage drives a drain current which
is a scaled multiple of the corresponding input current. Then, the scaled currents
are added up along each column to give a combined output current per column.

The output port of each OTA is connected to the source of the
input floating-gate transistor, and the negative input port is con-
nected to the drain. The positive input port is set to the reference
voltage . Because of the negative feedback of the OTA, the
drain voltage of each input floating-gate transistor is also close
to . Therefore, the input currents of the VMM circuit, de-
fined as the drain currents of the input floating-gate transistors,
can be controlled by connecting a resistor to the drain of each
input floating-gate transistor and then varying the input voltage

applied to the resistors from 0 V to . This configuration
is shown in Fig. 7. Due to the nonideal characteristic of the neg-
ative feedback OTA, the realistic gain of the negative feedback
OTA is finite. Therefore, the negative input voltage of the OTA
does not stay close to , particularly when the input voltage

gets close to or, equivalently, the input current gets
close to zero. Hence, the operating range of the input current is
chosen at 0.2–1.0 A in order to provide a linear relationship
between the input voltage and the corresponding input current
so that the received OFDM signals can be linearly mapped to
the input currents of the VMM circuit, and to minimize the re-
dundant power consumption while holding a reasonable current
resolution and path delay. This range also guarantees that each
transistor operates in the subthreshold region for weights less
than or equal to one.

The drain current of each input floating-gate transistor deter-
mines the output voltage of the corresponding OTA, and this
output voltage is broadcast to the source of all the connected
floating-gate transistors in each row. When the drain voltage
of each output floating-gate transistor is set to , this source
voltage drives a drain current of each output floating-gate tran-
sistor, which is a scaled multiple of the corresponding input
current. Then, the drain currents from the output floating-gate
transistors are added up along each column to give a combined
output current per column.
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Fig. 7. Input voltage supplied to the drain of an input floating-gate transistor
through a resistor. The setup enables the received OFDM signals to be linearly
mapped to the input current of the VMM circuit.

Note that, in Fig. 6, each output floating-gate transistor has
only one OTA connected to it, so the current level flowing
through each output transistor is determined by the input
current level and the programmed weights with respect to the
connected input. In addition, the DFT coefficients involve a
factor of , as shown in (4), so all the converted nonnegative
weights span within the range of . These factors
guarantee that each transistor of the VMM circuit operates in
the subthreshold region, as far as the input current level stays
less than the threshold current.

The required operations in the VMM given in (7) are scaling
and summing operations. Since the information signals are con-
veyed in current levels, the summing operations do not require
additional circuits. Therefore, the power consumption becomes
less than that for the digital circuits where the information sig-
nals are conveyed in voltage levels and adding entries requires
full adders. The scaling operations do not involve any complex
multiplications, as all the signals and weights are real valued.
Therefore, the power consumption in the scaling operations is
also limited.

Now, we can take into account a butterfly operation in order
to reduce the number of computations for a DFT operation. The
butterfly operation basically decomposes a DFT matrix into a se-
ries of smaller matrices, and each output from the previous stage
is handed over to the next stage. This can be viewed as a cascade
of VMMs, where the VMM size in each stage gets smaller by a
factor of the radix size. Therefore, it is clear that applying but-
terfly operations in the VMM circuit increases the path delay of
the circuit. As the radix size gets lower, the number of stages
increases, and consequently, the path delay increases. More-
over, the butterfly operation substitutes copying operations for
summing and scaling operations. This is beneficial in voltage-
mode circuits, where a summing operation requires a full adder,
whereas a copying operation is trivial. However, in a current-
mode circuit, a copying operation requires a current mirror or a
current multiplier, whereas a summing operation is trivial. It is
also claimed in [15] that an FFT design with a higher radix be-
comes less sensitive to the device mismatch. For these reasons,
a full-radix DFT is more preferable for a current-mode analog
circuit design.

III. FPAA PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE

A. Programming Platform

To simplify the implementation of an analog DFT in the
FPAA, we scale up the DFT matrix by a factor of , with the
understanding that it can be compensated for by scaling down
the outputs of the analog DFT by a reciprocal of the scaling
factor. This simplification makes the coefficients span within
the range, so each transistor will still operate in
the subthreshold region. In particular, the 16 16 matrix for a

Fig. 8. (a) Custom VMM library block for the Simulink and (b) its block prop-
erty that contains a field where real-valued 8� 8 differential weighting coeffi-
cients can be defined. The Matlab script is coded to load the VMM block with
provided weights to generate a netlist file of the corresponding 16� 16 VMM
analog circuit.

4-point DFT contains only ones and zeros with this simplifi-
cation. This makes the amount of charge to be stored in each
transistor relatively close to each other so as to increase the
linearity between the input and output current levels for each
transistor. The resulting matrix is then provided to a custom
library block for a VMM in the Simulink shown in Fig. 8,
and the Matlab script is coded to load the library block with a
provided weighting matrix to generate a netlist of the VMM
analog circuit [21], [22].

The generated netlist is taken by the RASPER tool that places
and routes the available components in the FPAA chip [23]. The
output file of the RASPER is a list of switch addresses and the
targeting current value for each switch. This list is loaded by
the Matlab script to be programmed into the FPAA chip. The
RASP 2.9 FPAA chip contains the necessary circuitry for tun-
neling and injecting electrical charges of floating-gate transis-
tors and the circuitry for current measurement. All the stored
charges are tunneled before getting programmed, and an appro-
priate amount of charge value is injected to each floating-gate
transistor while targeting on the corresponding current level de-
termined by (1) and (2). The targeting current levels are repre-
sented with 10 bits of precision, of which 3 bits are assigned for
the exponent and 7 bits for the significand [24]. Even though the
information signals are conveyed in unquantized current levels,
the accuracy in the programmed weights will impose a limit to
the resolution of the analog DFT system.

In order to reduce the circuitry required for measurement
and tunneling and injecting charges, the indirect program-
ming method is used to charge the floating-gate transistors
[25]. Fig. 9 shows the indirect programming structure for a
floating-gate pMOSFET. The floating-gate transistor on the
left is connected to the on-chip programming circuitry and is
actively programmed. The one on the right is the floating-gate
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Fig. 9. Indirect programming structure of a pMOSFET. The left transistor is
part of the on-chip programming circuitry and is actively programmed. The tran-
sistor on the right is the transistor that is used for the VMM circuit and is pas-
sively programmed.

transistor that is used for the VMM circuit and is passively
programmed.

Due to the inherent mismatch between threshold voltages
of different transistors, the indirectly programmed charges in
the floating-gate transistors for the VMM circuit can be dif-
ferent from the directly programmed charges in the floating-gate
transistors of the programming circuitry. This mismatch also
occurs in between the programmed charges in the input and
output floating-gate transistors of the VMM circuit. While this
mismatch is inherent, we can circumvent this by adjusting the
charge value in each input and output floating-gate transistor.
We will discuss this process in Section III-B.

B. Mismatch in FPAA Chips

When there is a mismatch in threshold voltages of different
transistors, the preexponential factor of each MOSFET can be
different from each other, and thus, the programmed weights
can suffer from multiplicative distortion. However, the ratio
of the output current to the input current is a function of the
relative difference in charge values, as shown in (3), so the
mismatch in weights can be compensated for by adjusting the
charge values in the floating-gate transistors. This process can
be accomplished by targeting on the desired ratio of the input
and output currents, rather than targeting on the desired input
and output currents themselves.

In the VMM circuit, each output current is the sum of the
drain currents of the output floating-gate transistors in each
column. Due to the different levels of nonlinearity in the –
characteristics of the input OTAs, there exist additive offsets
between the input and output current levels. Therefore, tar-
geting on the ratio at a single point will not suffice. Instead, we
need two points of measurement so that a slope of the output
current versus input current can be targeted. Thus, the FPAA
programming procedure is conducted in the following two steps
so as to minimize errors in the programmed weights.

1) Coarse programming

a) The fully turned-on switches and the input floating-
gate transistors are first programmed with the desired
charge values by targeting on the corresponding cur-
rent levels.

b) The floating-gate transistors inside the OTAs are also
programmed with the charge values corresponding to
the bias current.

c) On the other hand, the output floating-gate transistors
are programmed with lower charge values than what
are desired by targeting on a half of the corresponding
current levels.

2) Fine programming

a) Each output floating-gate transistor is then injected
with a small amount of electrons iteratively to in-
crease the stored charge.

b) In each iteration, the input and output current values
are measured at two different input voltages, and then,
the slope of the input and output currents is obtained.

c) The iteration stops when the slope of the input and
output currents reaches the desired weight.

After the fine programming, the output currents of the VMM
circuit still involve additive offsets, but these offsets do not vary
as the input current levels change. Therefore, the sum of these
offsets per output node is constant, and it can be easily calcu-
lated to be subtracted out from each output current.

IV. FPAA MEASUREMENT AND EQUALIZATION

A. FPAA Measurement

We now investigate the measured data of the OFDM receiver
with an analog DFT demodulator. The transmitted symbols
are randomly generated and mapped to 16 quadratic amplitude
modulation (QAM) complex symbols with Gray coding. The
generated symbols are then modulated by a size-4 inverse FFT.
The guard interval is allocated for 1/4 of the FFT size, and the
resulting complex samples are serialized, applied to a DAC, and
upconverted to the carrier frequency. On the receiver side, after
downconversion and removal of the guard interval, the received
OFDM signals are split into real-valued differential pairs and
converted to the input currents of the analog DFT within the
current range of 0.2–1.0 A, as discussed in Section II-C.
The converted 16 input currents are then fed into the 16 16
VMM analog circuit implemented in the FPAA to demodulate
the OFDM signals. The resulting 16 output currents of the
FPAA are sampled, then reverted back to the voltage levels, and
reassembled to yield four complex single-ended demodulated
OFDM signals. These are then fed into a 16-QAM demapper
to recover the transmitted symbols.

Fig. 10(a)–(b) shows the – plots of the demodulated sym-
bols without injecting any channel noise. The color maps are
used to illustrate the density of the occurrence. It can be ob-
served in Fig. 10(a) that there is some dispersion in the demodu-
lated symbols even without any channel noise, which results in a
performance penalty as a price for the reduced power consump-
tion in the analog DFT. The performance degradation arises for
multiple reasons, including the following:

1) errors in the programmed weights due to the limit on the
bit precision for targeting current values;

2) temperature sensitivity of the programmed weights;
3) nonlinear mapping between the input voltage and input

current caused by the nonideal characteristic of the OTA;
4) thermal noise;
5) parasitic capacitance between routed paths.

Despite the dispersion, however, the 16-QAM demapper in the
Matlab determined all the demodulated symbols correctly. This
implies that the error rate will still converge to zero in a noisy
channel as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases.

The processing speed of the analog DFT in the FPAA is lim-
ited by the settling time of the VMM circuit. Fig. 11 shows the
step response of the 16 16 VMM circuit for a size-4 analog
DFT implemented in the FPAA (RASP 2.9) while the step input
changes from 0.2 to 1.0 A. To measure the accurate settling
time of the VMM circuit, an – conversion circuit shown in
Fig. 12 was included to the programming netlist so that the
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Fig. 10. Constellations of the demodulated symbols for 16 QAM without
channel noise. (a) Before equalization. (b) After MMSE equalization. The
gradation depicts the density of the occurrence in each pixel.

output voltage signals can be measured by a high-frequency os-
cilloscope. It can be observed in Fig. 11 that the settling time
of the VMM circuit is around 4 s, which is close to a typ-
ical OFDM symbol duration for the IEEE 802.11 a/g with a
64-point FFT. Note that the measured settling time includes
an additional delay caused by the auxiliary – conversion
circuit itself, so the actual settling time of the VMM circuit
will be less than the measured value. For a size-4 digital DFT
implemented in the FPGA with an 8-bit data width, the min-
imum data path delay is 49.6 ns for Xilinx Virtex2Pro (device:
XC2VP30; package: ff896; speed: -7) and 101.6 ns for Xilinx
Virtex (device: XCV50; package: fg256; speed: -5). However,
when the number of subchannels increases and, thus, the OFDM
symbol duration increases, the path delay in the digital DFT in-
creases due to the larger number of complex multiplications and

Fig. 11. Step response of the VMM circuit implemented in the RASP 2.9
FPAA.

Fig. 12. On-chip �–� conversion circuit. This is attached to the output node
of the VMM circuit to eliminate delays caused by the measurement setup.

the hierarchical structure of the digital adders, whereas, in cur-
rent-mode analog circuits, it stays almost the same because of
the parallelized structure of the real-valued VMM operation. In
[10], an analog filter implemented in a FPAA with a 0.13- m
CMOS process is reported to achieve a frequency range up to
135 MHz, thus showing a potential increase in the processing
speed of an analog DFT implemented in a FPAA with a smaller
CMOS process.

The total power consumed in the analog 4-point DFT of
the FPAA is measured to be 13.4 mW. This measured power
is larger than the theoretically expected value for the 16 16
VMM circuit that can be obtained by mW,
where the bias current of the OTA is 40 A and the bias
voltage is 2.4 V. This difference may have been caused
by the imperfect isolation of the VMM circuit from the rest of
the chip and board. The digital 4-point DFT in the Virtex2Pro
FPGA required 247 mW at the maximum speed and 105 mW
at the same speed as the analog DFT. For the Virtex FPGA,
it required 219 mW at the maximum speed and 34 mW at
the same speed as the RASP 2.9 FPAA. Therefore, the power
consumption required for the 4-point DFT operation is signifi-
cantly reduced by 8.9 dB and 4.0 dB, respectively, for the same
speed. Table I shows the comparisons of the measurements
for the FPGA and FPAA. Aside from the power saving in the
DFT block itself, implementing a DFT block in an analog
circuit allows the ADC to be placed after the DFT block at
the receiver, thus effectively reducing the overall power con-
sumption by relieving the speed and bit-precision requirements
of the ADC block. The application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) implementation of an analog DFT in [15] was reported
to consume lower power than the FPAA implementation, where
the full-radix analog 256-point DFT implemented in an ASIC
with a 180-nm CMOS process was claimed to consume 1.6
mW. Despite the higher power consumption compared to the
ASIC implementation, the benefit of the FPAA implementation
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TABLE I
POWER AND DELAY COMPARISONS FOR FPGA AND FPAA

The upper power consumption values for the FPGAs are measured when
operating at its own fastest speed. The lower values are measured when
operating at the same speed as the RASP 2.9 FPAA.

Fig. 13. MSE trace of a 16� 16 LMS equalizer.

with floating-gate transistors is its ability to tune the DFT coef-
ficients caused by the mismatch in transistors without changing
the circuit structure.

B. Equalization of FPAA Outputs

Any residual errors in the programmed weights of the DFT
will prevent it from perfectly separating the symbols for the dif-
ferent subcarriers, leading to a form of intersymbol interference
(ISI). These errors can be mitigated by applying an equalizer
to each output of the analog DFT block. The equalizer coef-
ficients can be obtained by injecting training symbols. As the
errors in the programmed weights are independent with each
other, each output of the equalizer has 16 taps, and the 16 par-
allel outputs are equalized separately. Therefore, the th output

of the equalizer (for ) is given by the inner
product of the th equalizer coefficient vector

and the output vector
of the DFT block.

The minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) coefficients that
minimize , where represents the
training symbols, are [26]

(8)

where and . Therefore, each of
the 16 parallel outputs from the DFT block can be equalized
with the 16 tap coefficients in (8). Fig. 10(b) depicts the equal-
ized symbols while using a 16 16 MMSE equalizer. It can be
observed that demodulated symbols are located tighter in the

– map by applying equalization to the outputs of the DFT.

For a least mean square (LMS) equalizer, the equalizer co-
efficients are updated along the steepest decent direction using
[26]

(9)

where is the step size. Fig. 13 exhibits the trace of the
for an LMS equalizer when the step size is and
the initial coefficient vector for each output is set to each row of
the 16 16 identity matrix. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the
convergence occurs within 500 iterations with these parameters.
This iteration can be also applied to an adaptive programming
scheme by charging floating-gate transistors with an updated
amount of injection based on the measured current level.

C. BER Performance in AWGN Channels

We now consider the case when the modulated OFDM signals
are passed through a noisy channel to see how the channel noise
affects the performance of the analog DFT demodulator. Note
that there is a certain range of an input voltage that is allowed
to be fed into the FPAA chip, effectively , but due to the
nature of the high peak-to-average power ratio in OFDM sig-
nals, some received OFDM signals from a noisy channel can be
converted to the input voltage levels beyond the allowed range.
To avoid this case, the converted input voltage levels that are
lower than 0 V are set to 0 V. This results in clipping distortions
when the input current value is high, but it happens at rare peak
voltages of the OFDM signals.

Fig. 14 demonstrates the measured bit error rate (BER) versus
(SNR per bit) for a 16-QAM OFDM demodulator im-

plemented in an analog DFT, assuming additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). The performance with the MMSE and LMS
equalization is also shown. These results are compared to the
theoretical BER for 16 QAM with Gray mapping [27]

(10)

The measurement was iterated for 2500 cycles, so the sample
size is 10 000 symbols or 40 000 bits for each value.
As can be observed from the plots in Fig. 14, the demodu-
lated OFDM symbols with an analog DFT suffer a performance
penalty of 2 dB compared to the theoretical BER curve. This is
because the remaining errors in the programmed weights pro-
duce an ISI across the parallel outputs of the analog DFT block.
However, applying equalization to the outputs of the FPAA sig-
nificantly relieves the penalty by mitigating the errors in the pro-
grammed weights, and the gap between the equalized
outputs and the theoretical values becomes less than 1 dB.

For a digital DFT demodulator with an 8-bit data width, the
measured BER for the same sample size converged to the theo-
retical values of a 16 QAM regardless of the existence of the
IDFT/DFT blocks in between. Therefore, there is a tradeoff
between performance and power consumption, but the power
saving of the analog circuit outweighs the performance penalty
without equalization.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a low-power analog DFT implemented on
an FPAA as an alternative to a conventional OFDM demodu-
lator based on a digital DFT. The analog DFT is implemented
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Fig. 14. Performance of 16-QAM OFDM demodulator using an analog DFT,
with and without equalization. When compared to theory, the penalty after
equalization is less than 1 dB.

as a VMM using floating-gate transistors. The floating-gate tran-
sistors of the FPAA are used not only to configure the VMM cir-
cuit connections as fully turned-on switches but also to store the
DFT coefficients by locking in an appropriate amount of charge
in each floating-gate capacitor. The analog DFT in the FPAA
consumed 8.9 dB less power than a digital implementation using
a Virtex2Pro FPGA, and it consumed 4.0 dB less power than a
digital implementation using a Virtex FPGA. This power reduc-
tion, although significant, does not reflect the additional power
savings that come from the fact that an analog DFT reduces the
speed and precision requirements of the ADCs. The price paid
for this power reduction was a 2-dB performance degradation.
We have also shown that this performance loss can be mitigated
by exploiting an equalizer technique as a top-down approach to
tackle the device mismatch problem. Furthermore, the unquan-
tized output signals from the analog DFT block enable the real
soft inputs to the subsequent decoding block at the OFDM re-
ceiver.
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